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Abstract
Massive Klein-Gordon theory is quantized on the timelike hypercylinder in Minkowski space.
Crucially, not only the propagating, but also the evanescent sector of phase space is included,
laying in this way foundations for a quantum scattering theory of fields at finite distance.
To achieve this, the novel α-Kähler quantization scheme is employed in the framework of
general boundary quantum field theory. A potential quantization ambiguity is fixed by stringent
requirements, leading to a unitary radial evolution. Formulas for building scattering amplitudes
and correlation functions are exhibited.
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Introduction

Evanescent waves play an important role in many electromagnetic phenomena. However, they are
not part of the Hilbert space of standard quantum field theory in Minkowski space. This Hilbert
space arises from the quantization of the free field in a neighborhood of a spacelike hypersurface.
Since evanescent waves in vacuum are unbounded at spatial infinity, they do not form part of the
phase space of well-behaved solutions that can be quantized. Instead, only propagating waves are
quantized. The main predictive instrument of quantum field theory (at least in high energy physics)
is the S-matrix which is based on the idealization that the observer is infinitely removed from the
interaction region. It is then physically correct that the observer should not see any evanescent
waves. Phenomena involving evanescent waves are thus described by standard quantum field theory
only indirectly, through their imprints on propagating quanta reaching the observer far away.
At finite distance from the interaction region, on the other hand, evanescent waves do appear
and measurement devices will detect them. If we want to describe such measurements directly, we
need a quantum description of the degrees of freedom of the evanescent field. One approach to do
so was pioneered by Carniglia and Mandel in the seminal paper [1]. It consists of introducing a
medium with a refractive index larger than one in a region of space (such as a half-space) and then
quantizing the corresponding phase space of classical solutions by the usual methods of free field
theory. The solutions will consists of propagating waves, but also contain evanescent contributions
near the interface between the medium and the vacuum. While this approach certainly has its merits, it is inherently limited in various respects. Firstly, it does not provide a quantum description
of the evanescent field alone, i.e., of “evanescent particles”. Secondly, it is applicable only in a very
particular class of physical situations where a classical background medium is a good approximation. In particular, even if a medium is involved in the phenomenon to be modeled, this approach
precludes a possibly desirable description of the medium itself in terms of more fundamental degrees
of freedom.
A direct quantization of evanescent waves has been achieved only recently [2]. This has required
a novel quantization scheme [3], extending standard canonical quantization to the realm applicable
for evanescent waves [4]. Underlying this is the framework of general boundary quantum field theory
(GBQFT) [5, 6, 7, 8] which generalizes the standard methods of quantum field theory (QFT) to
deal with the description of physics in finite pieces of spacetime and on general (not necessarily
spacelike) hypersurfaces in a coherent way.
In the standard approach to quantum field theory, only one Hilbert space of states is considered. This Hilbert space arises from the quantization of the phase space of classical solutions in a
neighborhood of a spacelike hypersurface. By the Cauchy property, the phase spaces for different
spacelike hypersurfaces in Minkowski space can all be identified with a phase space of global solutions, leading to “the” Hilbert space of states upon quantization. In particular, this phase space
(and the resulting Hilbert space) exclude evanescent waves, as these are unbounded when extended
over all of space. In contrast, in GBQFT it is possible (and necessary if results beyond the reach
of standard QFT are to be obtained) to quantize the phase spaces of solutions in neighborhoods of
general hypersurfaces. Evanescent waves do appear in the phase space of a timelike hypersurface if
they are bounded in the spatial directions along the hypersurface.
The first quantization of the phase space on a timelike hypersurface in field theory was performed
in [9]. This was the quantization of Klein-Gordon theory on a plane in space, extended over all
of time (the timelike hyperplane). This quantization, while successful for the propagating sector,
excluded the evanescent sector. This was due to what appeared at the time to be technical issues
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with the Schrödinger representation. The underlying cause was fully understood only much more
recently [4]. It turns out that the physically correct vacuum boundary condition for the evanescent
sector corresponds to a real Lagrangian subspace of the phase space. This is in contrast to the
propagating sector and to the situation on spacelike hypersurfaces, where the vacuum boundary
condition corresponds to a positive-definite (and necessarily complex) Lagrangian subspace of the
phase space. It is only in the latter case that standard canonical quantization makes sense. Thus, a
generalization of canonical quantization had to be invented in order to address this novel situation
[3]. Armed with this, it was possible to perform the quantization also of the evanescent sector of
the phase space for the timelike hyperplane [2].
In the present work we lay the groundwork for quantum scattering theory at finite distance
for the evanescent field. To this end we again use Klein-Gordon theory and adopt the timelike
hypercylinder setting pioneered in [10]. We consider a sphere in space, marking the boundary
of the interaction region of interest in the interior. On this boundary (which is a hypercylinder
in spacetime) we describe the quantum degrees of freedom not only of incoming and outgoing
propagating particles (as already done in [10]), but crucially also of the evanescent particles. The
construction of the Hilbert space and associated structures is performed in Section 2. Coherent
states and the action of observables are considered in Section 3. The radial evolution of states is
rather simple as we shall see in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss scattering amplitudes for the free
theory. Correlation functions which can be used as building blocks of an interacting theory are the
subject of Section 6. We close with some final remarks in Section 7.

2

Vacua and Hilbert spaces on the timelike hypercylinder

2
2
We consider in the following timelike hypersurfaces of the form R × SR
, where SR
denotes the
two-sphere in space of radius R, centered at the origin. The factor R represents the extension of
2
the sphere over all of time. We call R × SR
the hypercylinder of radius R. We use a cartesian time
coordinate t and spherical coordinates (r, φ, θ) in space. We also denote the angular coordinates
(φ, θ) collectively by Ω. dΩ denotes the standard measure on the 2-sphere of unit radius. We denote
by LR the space of solutions of the Klein-Gordon in a neighborhood of the hypercylinder of radius
R. In the massless case, LR consists of propagating solutions only. Their quantization was carried
out successfully in [10] using the Schrödinger representation. An equivalent quantization in terms
of the holomorphic representation was presented in [7]. In the massive case, LR splits into a direct
sum LpR ⊕ LeR of the space LpR of propagating solutions and the space LeR of evanescent solutions.
We follow here the conventions and notations in [4] which also provides some of the ingredients for
the quantization of the evanescent waves.
2
2
We parametrize elements of Lp,C
R , i.e., complexified propagating solutions (E > m ) as follows,

φ(t, r, Ω) =

Z

|E|>m

dE


p X a
φℓ,m (E)hℓ (pr)e−iEt Yℓm (Ω) + φbℓ,m (E) hℓ (pr)eiEt Yℓ−m (Ω) .
4π

(1)

ℓ,m

p
Here Yℓm denote the spherical harmonics and p := |E 2 − m2 |. Also, hℓ = jℓ + inℓ , where jℓ and
nℓ are the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively. Real solutions satisfy
the condition φaℓ,m (E) = φbℓ,m (E). The oscillatory behavior of the solutions can be appreciated from
3

asymptotic expansions of the spherical Bessel functions for large radius r [11, 10.49(i)]:
hℓ (pr) = eipr

ℓ
X

k=0

ik−ℓ−1 (ℓ + k)!
,
k
2 k!(ℓ − k)!(pr)k+1

hℓ (pr) = e−ipr

ℓ
X
(−i)k−ℓ−1 (ℓ + k)!
.
2k k!(ℓ − k)!(pr)k+1

(2)

k=0

We can also describe solutions as incoming and as outgoing (with respect to the interior of the
hypercylinder). Inspection of the above formulas reveals that incoming waves are precisely those
with E < 0 while outgoing waves are those with E > 0:
p,C
a
a
Lin
R = {φ ∈ LR : φℓ,m (E) = 0, φℓ,m (E) = 0

Lout
R

= {φ ∈

Lp,C
R

:

φaℓ,m (E)

=

0, φaℓ,m (E)

=0

∀E > 0}

(3)

∀E < 0}

(4)

in
out
We have the direct sum decompostion Lp,C
R = LR ⊕LR . Solutions that are regular in the interior M
of the hypercylinder are those where the spherical Bessel functions hℓ and hℓ combine to the spherical
Bessel functions of the first kind jℓ . We denote the subspace of these solutions by LpM ⊆ LpR . The
complexified version of this is,
p,C
a
b
Lp,C
M = {φ ∈ LR : φℓ,m (E) = φℓ,−m (−E)}.

(5)

2
2
We parametrize elements of Le,C
R , i.e., complexified evanescent solutions (E < m ) as follows,
Z m

p −iEt X m
φ(t, r, Ω) =
dE
e
Yℓ (Ω) φxℓ,m (E)kℓ (pr) + φiℓ,m (E)k̃ℓ (pr) .
(6)
4π
−m
ℓ,m

p
Here, p := |E 2 − m2 |. Also, kℓ (z) = −iℓ πhℓ (iz)/2 and k̃ℓ (z) = kℓ (−z) are modified spherical
Bessel functions that are real for z ∈ R. Note also that aℓ (z) := (−1)ℓ kℓ (z) + k̃ℓ (z) = i−ℓ+2 πjℓ (iz)
is entire, i.e., in particular regular at the origin. We also define ãℓ (z) := kℓ (z) − (−1)ℓ k̃ℓ (z) =
iℓ−1 πnℓ (iz). kℓ , k̃ℓ and ãℓ have singularities at the origin, and kℓ (z) decays exponentially for
increasing z. As long as z is not small, k̃ℓ (z) decays exponentially for decreasing z. Real solutions
satisfy the condition φ•ℓ,m (E) = φ•ℓ,−m (−E). Asymptotic expansions of the modified spherical Bessel
functions show their behavior for large radius r [11, 10.49(ii)]:
kℓ (pr) = e−pr

ℓ
X

k=0

π (ℓ + k)!
,
k+1
2
k!(ℓ − k)!(pr)k+1

k̃ℓ (pr) = epr

ℓ
X

k=0

π (−1)k+1 (ℓ + k)!
.
2k+1 k!(ℓ − k)!(pr)k+1

(7)

The evanescent solutions that are regular in the interior M of the hypercylinder are the ones where
the modified spherical Bessel functions kℓ and k̃ℓ combine to aℓ . We denote the subspace of those
solutions by LeM ⊆ LeR . Explicitly,
e,C
i
ℓ x
Le,C
M = {φ ∈ LR : φℓ,m (E) = (−1) φℓ,m (E)}.

(8)

Important ingredients for the description of the classical dynamics and its quantization are the
symplectic potential and symplectic form. The symplectic potential on the space of solutions LR
associated to the hypercylinder of radius R, oriented as the boundary of the corresponding solid
hypercylinder, is the bilinear form
Z
[φ, ξ]R := (θR )φ (ξ) = −R2 dt dΩ ξ(t, R, Ω)∂r φ(t, R, Ω).
(9)
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The symplectic form arises as the anti-symmetric part of the symplectic potential,
Z
1
1
R2
ωR (φ, ξ) = [φ, ξ]R − [ξ, φ]R = −
dt dΩ (ξ(t, R, Ω)∂r φ(t, R, Ω) − φ(t, R, Ω)∂r ξ(t, R, Ω))
2
2
2
(10)
In the present parametrization and separating propagating and evanescent components we obtain,
Z
p3 X  a
b
a
φℓ,m (E)ξℓ,m
(E) h′ℓ (pR)hℓ (pR) + φbℓ,m (E)ξℓ,m
(E) h′ℓ (pR)hℓ (pR)
[φ, ξ]pR = −R2
dE
8π
|E|>m
ℓ,m

a
b
(11)
+φaℓ,m (E)ξℓ,−m
(−E) h′ℓ (pR)hℓ (pR) + φbℓ,m (E)ξℓ,−m
(−E) h′ℓ (pR)hℓ (pR) ,
Z
3 X
p
x
[φ, ξ]eR = −R2
dE
φxℓ,m (E)ξℓ,−m
(−E) kℓ′ (pR)kℓ (pR)
(12)
8π
|E|<m
ℓ,m

i
+φiℓ,m (E)ξℓ,−m
(−E) k̃ℓ′ (pR)k̃ℓ (pR) +

x
+φiℓ,m (E)ξℓ,−m
(−E) k̃ℓ′ (pR)kℓ (pR) ,

i
φxℓ,m (E)ξℓ,−m
(−E) kℓ′ (pR)k̃ℓ (pR)


ip X a
p
b
ξℓ,m (E)φbℓ,m (E) − ξℓ,m
(E)φaℓ,m (E) ,
ωR
(φ, ξ) =
dE
8π
|E|>m
ℓ,m
Z
X

πp
e
x
i
dE
ωR
(φ, ξ) =
ξl,m
(E)φil,−m (−E) − ξl,m
(E)φxl,−m (−E) .
32
|E|<m
Z

(13)
(14)
(15)

l,m

For the propagating solutions quantization proceeds in analogy to standard canonical quantization, except for the difference that we are on a timelike hypersurface instead of a spacelike one.
This was carried out first in [10] using the Schrödinger representation and later in [7] using the
holomorphic representation. We briefly recall this from the perspective developed in [4]. Thus, the
vacuum in the exterior X of the solid hypercylinder M with radius R is determined by a Lagrangian
p,C
subspace Lp,C
X of the space of germs of complexified propagating solutions L∂X at the boundary
C
C
∂X of X. Here, L∂X = LR , where R refers to the hypercylinder at radius R, but with opposite
orientation. Recall that the symplectic form changes sign under orientation change [7]. That is,
ωR = −ωR . But note that the space of germs of solutions itself is the same, LR = LR .
The Wick rotated boundary condition at infinite radius amounts to a restriction to the hℓ modes,
p
b
Lp,C
X = {φ ∈ LR : φℓ,m (E) = 0}.

(16)

(φ, ξ)R = 4iωR (φ, ξ),

(17)

This makes the sesquilinear form
positive definite on its restriction to Lp,C
X ,
Z

p X a
b
dE
(φ, ξ)pR =
ξℓ,m (E)φaℓ,m (E) − ξℓ,m
(E)φbℓ,m (E) .
2π
|E|>m

(18)

ℓ,m

Lp,C
X thus defines a Kähler polarization which encodes (part of) the standard vacuum in Minkowski
space [4]. Second quantization of this space with the inner product (18) determines the Hilbert space
p
p
HR
= H∂M
of states of the propagating degrees of freedom on the (exterior) of the hypercylinder of
5

p,C
p,C
+
−
radius R. We decompose Lp,C
R = LX ⊕ LX with notation φ = φ + φ and consider the complex
bilinear form
Z
p X a
p
p
− +
{φ, ξ}R = 4iωR (φ , ξ ) =
dE
ξℓ,m (E)φbℓ,m (E).
(19)
2π
|E|>m
ℓ,m

LpR ,

This is positive definite on
the space of real propagating solutions. It defines the commutation
relations between creation and annihilation operators, which are labeled by elements φ, η ∈ LpR ,
p
.
[aη , a†φ ] = {φ, η}R

(20)

For evanescent modes the physical vacuum in the exterior of the hypercylinder is given by a
(non-Wick-rotated) decaying boundary condition [4]. This is encoded in the Lagrangian subspace
e,C
Le,C
X ⊆ LR , given by
e,C
i
Le,C
X = {φ ∈ LR : φℓ,m (E) = 0}.

(21)

e,C
x
Le,C
<R = {φ ∈ LR : φℓ,m (E) = 0}.

(22)

In contrast to the propagating case, Le,C
X defines a real polarization rather than a Kähler polarization. In particular, Le,C
is
a
null
rather
than positive-definite subspace for the sesquilinear form
X
(17). Consequently, standard (canonical) Kähler quantization is not applicable. Rather, we shall
use the novel α-Kähler quantization scheme developed for this purpose in [3].
Apart from a choice of vacuum in the exterior of the hypercylinder we also need a choice of
vacuum in the interior. It turns out that it is convenient to let the vacuum be determined by
the local behavior of solutions near the hypersurface. As we have seen above, in the vicinity of
the hypersurface an exponential decay to the interior is exhibited by the modified spherical Bessel
functions k̃ℓ , compare (7). Therefore, we take the corresponding Lagrangian subspace to determine
the interior vacuum. We denote this by

The exterior and interior vacua, both for the propagating and evanescent sectors, can be encoded
C
equivalently in terms of a complex structure JR : LC
R → LR . This is characterized by having

p,C
e,C
eigenvalues i and −i on the corresponding Lagrangian subspaces, that is on LC
X and LX ⊕ L<R
respectively. Explicitly, we have,

(JR φ)aℓ,m (E) = iφaℓ,m (E),
(JR φ)xℓ,m (E)

=

iφxℓ,m (E),

(JR φ)bℓ,m (E) = −iφbℓ,m (E),
(JR φ)iℓ,m (E)

=

−iφiℓ,m (E).

(23)
(24)

Note that in the propagating sector, JR restricts to a complex structure on the real solutions space
LpR ⊆ Lp,C
R , while this is not the case in the evanescent sector.
e,C
The map α : Le,C
R → LR required for the construction of the Hilbert space for the evanescent
sector is a real structure. That is, it behaves as a complex conjuration in the sense α(iφ) = −iα(φ)
and α2 (φ) = φ. Moreover, α is required to be compatible with the symplectic form in the sense,
e,C
e,C
ωR (α(φ), α(ξ)) = ωR (φ, ξ). Also, α must interchange the polarized subspaces LX
and L<R
defining
the vacua. Finally, α is required to make the sesquilinear form
α
= 4iωR (α(φ), ξ)
(φ, ξ)R

(25)

positive-definite on the polarized subspace Le,C
X that defines the exterior vacuum. Instead of looking
directly for a positive-definite compatible real structure α, it has turned out fruitful in the context
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of real polarizations to first consider a positive-definite reflection map γ : LeR → LeR [3, 2]. This is
required to have the following properties: γ is an involution, i.e., γ 2 (φ) = φ, γ is compatible with the
symplectic form in the sense ωR (γ(φ), γ(ξ)) = −ωR (φ, ξ), and γ interchanges the polarized subspaces
LeX and Le<R . Finally, γ must satisfy the positivity condition, ωR (γ(φ), φ) > 0 if φ ∈ LeX \{0}. Given
a positive-definite reflection map γ, the map α(φ) = −iγ(φ) is then automatically a positive-definite
compatible real structure.
In the present context we can make further demands on γ which will then also be satisfied by
α. The first demand is the interior compatibility condition. This means that γ leaves invariant the
e,C
subspace Le,C
M ⊆ LR that corresponds to solutions regular in the interior of the solid hypercylinder. A consequence of this is that the calculation of amplitudes and correlation functions is quite
analogous to the usual Kähler quantization case. The second demand we shall make is that γ is
covariant (or equivariant as a mathematician would say) with respect to spacetime isometries of
the hypercylinder: rotations and time translations. Its turns out that there is a single map γ that
satisfies all these conditions. This is,
i
(γ(ξ))xℓ,m (E) = −ξℓ,m
(E),

(α(ξ))xℓ,m (E)

=

x
(γ(ξ))iℓ,m (E) = −ξℓ,m
(E),

(α(ξ))iℓ,m (E)

i
(−E),
i ξℓ,−m

=

x
i ξℓ,−m
(−E).

The inner product (25) is then given by
Z

πp X  x
e,α
i
(φ, ξ)R
(E)φiℓ,m (E) .
=
dE
ξℓ,m (E)φxℓ,m (E) − ξℓ,m
8
|E|<m

(26)
(27)

(28)

ℓ,m

e,C
e,C
We also exhibit the bilinear form corresponding to (19). Decomposing Le,C
R = LX ⊕ L<R with
+
−
notation φ = φ + φ we have
Z
iπp X x
e
e
dE
= 4iωR
(φ− , ξ + ) = −
{φ, ξ}R
ξℓ,m (E)φiℓ,−m (−E).
(29)
8
|E|<m
ℓ,m

e,C
This is positive-definite on the α-twisted real solution space Le,α
R = {φ ∈ LR : α(φ) = φ}.
Having determined the positive-definite compatible real structure α, uniquely fixes the construce
tion of the Hilbert space HR
of states of the evanescent sector associated to the hypercylinder at
radius R. The creation and annihilation operators are labeled by elements of Le,α
R , and satisfy the
commutation relations analogous to the propagating sector (20),
e
[aη , a†φ ] = {φ, η}R
.

(30)

The total Hilbert space of states associated to the hypercylinder is the (completed) tensor product
p
e
of the Hilbert spaces for the propagating and evanescent sectors, HR = HR
⊗ HR
.
For the evanescent sector, the parametrization of creation and annihilation operators as well
as coherent states (see below) in terms of elements of the twisted phase space Le,α
R instead of
the ordinary phase space LeR opens the question as to how a “correct” correspondence between
classical and quantum degrees of freedom can be established. A possible step in resolving this
consists in introducing a linear identification map between the usual and the twisted phase space
I e : LeR → Le,α
R . In the present context, such an identification map, satisfying several desirable
e,α
e
properties is given by a multiple of the projection map PRe,α : Le,C
R → LR , restricted to LR [3]:
√
e
∀φ ∈ LeR .
(31)
IR
(φ) = 2PRe,α (φ)
7

e
As shown in [3], when α is derived from a positive-definite reflection map as here, the map IR
defined
e
in this way is indeed an isomorphism. What is more, IR inherits from α the interior compatibility
condition in the sense,
e
IR
(LeM ) = Le,α
(32)
M .
e,C
e
IR
extends uniquely to a complex linear isomorphism Le,C
R → LR as follows,

1
1
e
IR
(φ) = √ (φ + α(φ)) = √ (φ − iγ(φ))
2
2

∀φ ∈ Le,C
R .

(33)

e
e
˜e
We can now pull back the complex structure JR
from Le,α
R to a complex structure JR on LR via
e
e
−1
e
e
J˜ = (I ) J I . Explicitly, this is,
R

R

R R

e
(J˜R
φ)xℓ,m (E) = −φiℓ,m (E),

e
(J˜R
φ)iℓ,m (E) = φxℓ,m (E).

(34)

By construction, the complex structure we obtain restricts to the real solution space LeR ⊆ Le,C
R .
This signals that we can use it to perform an ordinary Kähler quantization of LeR to obtain a
e
Hilbert space H̃R
. This is precisely what was done in [7, Section 5.3] with the exact same complex
p
e
˜
structure JR that we have just obtained (together with the conventional quantization of LpR to HR
as reviewed above). From the present perspective we understand that this quantization is “wrong”
in the sense of not being based on the physical vacuum. In particular, this will not lead to the
correct correlation functions. However, we also understand now [3] that the two quantizations are
e
related in a simple way, precisely through the identification map IR
. In particular, there is a unitary
e
e
e
map ŨR : H̃R → HR , to be made explicit in the next section.

3

Coherent states and the action of observables

In order to describe the quantization of observables it is convenient to use coherent states. The
latter are obtained by acting with exponentiated creation operators on the vacuum state, and they
generate a dense subspace of the Hilbert space. In usual (canonical) Kähler quantization, coherent
states are labeled by elements of the phase space and behave in many ways as approximations of the
respective classical phase space element. This is true also on the hypercylinder in the propagating
sector. In the evanescent sector, the coherent states are labeled instead by elements of the α-twisted
phase space. Here, a good understanding of the classical-quantum correspondence is still lacking.
Thus, a coherent state Kξ ∈ HR is labeled by an element of ξ ∈ LpR ⊕ Le,α
R . The inner product
between coherent states is,


1
(35)
hKξ , Kφ it = exp
{φ, ξ}R .
2
In the following we will also consider normalized coherent states, given by,


1
kξ = exp − {ξ, ξ}R Kξ .
4

(36)

In the evanescent sector, coherent states in the Hilbert space H̃R with the alternative quantization
e
e
e
are labeled by elements of the real phase space LeR ⊆ Le,C
R . The unitary map ŨR : H̃R → HR takes
on coherent states the simple form,
ŨRe (K̃ξ ) = KIRe (ξ) .
(37)
8

Classical observables are functions on the phase space, which in this case is the space LR of germs
of solutions on the hypercylinder. To have a mathematically well-behaved notion of observable we
shall require these to extend to holomorphic functions on the complexified phase space LC
R . An
observable F is then real if it satisfies the condition
F (φ) = F (φ).

(38)

In Kähler quantization, real observables give rise to Hermitian operators on the Hilbert space of
states. In α-Kähler quantization this is no longer true. Instead, α-real observables give rise to
Hermitian operators. They satisfy the α-twisted realness condition,
F (α(φ)) = F (φ).

(39)

In the present case, for the propagating sector Lp,C
R we have the first condition (38), while for the
evanescent sector Le,C
we
have
the
second
condition
(39). We can also subsume both conditions
R
into one by setting α(φ) = φ for propagating solutions φ ∈ Lp,C
R .
In order to discuss the action of observables on the Hilbert space HR it will be convenient
to restrict to Weyl observables, which are generators for a large class of observables, including
polynomial ones. Weyl observables arise a follows. Associated to ξ ∈ LC
R we define the linear
C
observable Dξ : LC
→
C
and
the
Weyl
observable
F
:
L
→
C
by,
ξ
R
R
Dξ (φ) := 2ωR (ξ, φ),

Fξ := exp(iD).

The action of the quantized Weyl observable F̂ξ on a coherent state Kφ is [3],


1
1
F̂ξ Kφ = exp − {φ, ξ}R − {ξ, ξ}R Kφ+ξ− +α(ξ− ) .
2
4

(40)

(41)

+
−
As above, we have used here the decomposition ξ = ξ + + ξ − corresponding to LC
R = LR ⊕ LR

p,C
e,C
p,C
e,C
−
with L+
R = LX ⊕ LX and LR = LX ⊕ L<R . The quantized Weyl observables satisfy the Weyl
relations,
(42)
Fˆξ Fˆφ = exp(iωR (ξ, φ))F̂ξ+φ .

If ξ is α-real, i.e., ξ ∈ LpR ⊕ Le,α
R so that Dξ is also α-real, the action of F̂ξ becomes unitary. On
normalized coherent states we then have,

Fˆξ kφ = exp iωR (ξ, φ) kφ+ξ .
(43)
In particular, this implies, as previously stated, that an α-real observable generated from a Weyl
observable acts as a Hermitian operator.

4

Radial evolution

In this section we consider the radial evolution of states between hypercylinders of different radii.
More specifically, we shall consider the evolution from a larger radius R to a smaller radius R′ .
We shall denote the corresponding evolution map between the Hilbert spaces of states by V[R,R′ ] :
9

HR → HR′ . The evaluation map is related to the amplitude map ρ[R,R′ ] : HR ⊗ HR′ → C for the
region between the two hypercylinders as follows,
hψ ′ , V[R,R′ ] ψiR′ = ρ[R,R′ ] (ψ ⊗ ι(ψ ′ )),

(44)

where ψ ∈ HR and ψ ′ ∈ HR′ . Evaluated on coherent states, the amplitude is ([3], analogous to [2]),


1
′
′
′
′
′
′
(45)
hKξ , V[R,R ] Kξ iR = ρ[R,R ] (Kξ ⊗ Kξ ) = exp
{ξ, ξ }R .
2
C
We have taken advantage here of the fact that the spaces LC
R and LR′ are canonically isomorphic.
α
α
Not only that, but the subspaces LR and LR′ are also isomorphic. We may thus recognize the
right-hand side of (45) simply as the inner product of coherent states, compare equation (35).
This means that the radial evolution map V[R,R′ ] simply is the identity under the identification of
corresponding coherent states, i.e.,
V[R,R′ ] Kξ = Kξ .
(46)

In particular, radial evolution in the present quantization is unitary, not only on the propagating
sector, but also on the evanescent sector.

5

Scattering amplitudes of the free field

Scattering events in quantum field theory are usually described through the S-matrix, which is an
asymptotic version of a transition amplitude. The transition amplitude encodes information about
the processes taking place between the initial and the final time (in all of space), given an initial
and a final state. While this is the conventional approach, there is an alternative approach made
possible in the present framework of GBQFT. In this approach we consider the amplitude for a
single state on the hypercylinder [10]. This amplitude encodes information about the processes in
the interior of the hypercylinder, that is, inside a sphere of radius R in space, at all times. We may
then take a limit of letting the radius go to infinity and obtain an asymptotic amplitude that is in
fact equivalent to the usual S-matrix [12, 13].
A disadvantage of the asymptotic description of scattering is that we miss finite-size effects such
as fields that vanish to quickly as distance increases. This is precisely the case of evanescent waves.
While this is difficult to remedy in the traditional approach, the hypercylinder approach is ideal to
address this situation. We merely need to consider the amplitude at finite radius R, without taking
the limit. Previously, this amplitude was only partially known, sufficient for the asymptotic limit,
but excluding the evanescent sector. We present in the following the complete amplitude as well as
corresponding correlation functions.
Using the complex structure (23) and (24) we define the bilinear form
Z

p X a
b
gR (φ, ξ) := 2ωR (φ, JR ξ) =
dE
ξℓ,m (E)φbℓ,m (E) + ξℓ,m
(E)φaℓ,m (E)
4π
|E|>m
ℓ,m
Z

iπp X x
i
ξl,m (E)φil,−m (−E) + ξl,m
(E)φxl,−m (−E) . (47)
dE
−
16
|E|<m
l,m

This bilinear form is also the same as the symmetric part of the bilinear forms (19) and (29). Note in
particular that gR is a real positive-definite inner product on Lα
R . Crucially, the complex structure
10

α
α
induces a direct sum decomposition Lα
R = LM ⊕ JR LM , orthogonal with respect to gR [7]. We use
R
I
α
R
I
the notation φ = φ + JR φ for φ ∈ LR with φ , φ ∈ Lα
M . This is a decomposition into solutions
that are regular in the interior of the hypercylinder and a certain complement of solutions that
are not. To be more explicit, for the propagating sector, the components ξ R and JR ξ I consist of
solutions that are linear combinations of solutions of the form,

jℓ (pr)e−iEt Yℓm (Ω)

and respectively nℓ (pr)e−iEt Yℓm (Ω).

(48)

For the evanescent sector the components ξ R and JR ξ I consist of solutions that are linear combinations of solutions of the form,
aℓ (pr)e−iEt Yℓm (Ω)

and respectively ãℓ (pr)e−iEt Yℓm (Ω).

The amplitude for normalized coherent states kξ ∈ HR is given by the formula [7, 3]


i
1
R I
I I
ρM (kξ ) = exp − gR (ξ , ξ ) − gR (ξ , ξ ) .
2
2

(49)

(50)

In the case of standard Kähler quantization this formula has a remarkably simple and compelling
interpretation [7]. If the classical solution ξ in a neighborhood of the boundary of the hypercylinder
admits a continuation to the interior, then ξ = ξ R and ξ I = 0 and the argument of the exponential
vanishes, yielding unit amplitude. If we switch on a classically forbidden (i.e., non-continuable)
component ξ I we obtain an exponential suppression of the amplitude due to the second term in
the argument, which becomes negative. Also, we obtain a phase due to the first term in the
argument, which becomes imaginary. This is precisely the kind of behavior that we expect from
quantum tunneling phenomena which is how we can interpret the present setting. In the present
case this interpretation applies fully to the propagating sector of the phase space. For the evanescent
sector we can observe the same behavior, however, this is now not with respect to real solutions,
but complexified ones. This complicates the interpretation as the simple correspondence between
coherent states and real classical solutions no longer holds.
Taking advantage of the identification map (33), we can apparently restore the desired correspondence for the evanescent sector [3]. In order to obtain formulas valid in both sectors, we set
p
e
e
(φe ). That is, no modification is applied to the propIR (φ) = φp + IR
(φe ) and J˜R (φ) = JR
(φp ) + J˜R
agating sector. The modified complex structure introduces a modified inner product g̃R , analogous
to (47), but now positive-definite on the real phase space LR . We only exhibit its evanescent part,
as the propagating one is unchanged from (47), by construction,
Z

πp X i
e
e
x
g̃R
dE
(φ, ξ) := 2ωR
(φ, J˜R ξ) =
ξl,m (E)φil,−m (−E) + ξl,m
(E)φxl,−m (−E) .
(51)
16
|E|<m
l,m

The complex structure J˜R induces a direct sum decomposition LR = LM ⊕ J˜R LM , orthogonal with
respect to g̃R . We use the notation φ = φR̃ + J˜R φĨ for φ ∈ LR with φR̃ , φĨ ∈ LM . We then obtain
the amplitude formula,


i
1
ρM (kIR (ξ) ) = exp − g̃R (ξ R̃ , ξ Ĩ ) − g̃R (ξ Ĩ , ξ Ĩ ) .
(52)
2
2
If we think of the coherent state kIR (ξ) as in correspondence to the classical solution ξ we obtain in
the evanescent sector the same compelling physical interpretation of the amplitude as in the propagating sector. We shall see in the following, however, that this correspondence has its limitations
when observables are involved.
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We recall that for the propagating sector, the amplitude map (50) can be converted to a form
that is more in line with the traditional approach to scattering theory in quantum field theory,
where the S-matrix is thought of as a map from a Hilbert space of incoming particles to a Hilbert
in
out
space of outgoing particles. Indeed, the decomposition Lp,C
R = LR ⊕ LR induces a decomposition
p
in
out
of the Hilbert space HR = HR ⊗ HR . This in turn allows to convert the amplitude map on the
in
out
via,
propagating sector ρpM into a unitary map VRp : HR
→ HR
hψ ′ , VRp ψi = ρpR (ψ ⊗ ψ ′ ).

(53)

We refer the interested reader to [10], where this was first explained as well as to [12, 13], where
this was used to show equivalence with the standard S-matrix in the asymptotic limit R → ∞. In
the present setting at finite R, however, we also have the evanescent sector LeR . For evanescent
waves there is no sense in which they are incoming or outgoing with respect to the interior of the
hypercylinder. Consequently, there is no corresponding decomposition of this sector of the phase
e
space and neither is there one of the Hilbert space HR
. Thus, evanescent particles are outside
the scope of the traditional approach to scattering in quantum field theory not only because the
relevant degrees of freedom are not part of the phase space that is quantized, but also because they
do not admit the necessary separation into incoming and outgoing components. In this sense, the
present approach is clearly superior.

6

Correlation functions

We proceed to consider the insertion of observables, leading from amplitudes to correlation functions. On the one hand these can be used to model certain types of measurements, on the other
hand these can be used to introduce interactions. In this context, the observables are defined on field
configurations, as is usual for path integral quantization, i.e., they are off-shell observables. More
specifically, we restrict our attention again to Weyl observables which can be used as generators for
a large class of observables, including polynomial ones.
Denote the space of field configurations inside the solid hypercylinder M by KM . Again, we
C
C
require observables to extend to holomorphic functions on the complexification KM
. Let D : KM
→
C be a linear, but not necessarily real observable. We define F := exp(iD) as the corresponding
I
R
I
R
ˆ
Weyl observable. As before, we decompose ξ ∈ LC
R as ξ + JR ξ . Note that ξ := ξ − iξ extends
C
to a complexified solution in all of the solid hypercylinder, ξ̂ ∈ LM . We then have the following
factorization identity for the correlation function ρF
M of the observable F in the state kξ ∈ HR [8, 3]:
ˆ F
ρF
M (kξ ) = ρM (kξ )F (ξ)ρM (k0 ).

(54)

Here, k0 is the vacuum state. To calculate its correlation function we need another ingredient. If
we replace the action S of the Klein-Gordon theory by adding the linear term D, the homogeneous
equation of motion is replaced by an inhomogeneous equation, where we can interpret D as a
generalized source term. We denote the affine space of solutions in the solid hypercylinder M , of this
D,C
D
inhomogeneous equation of motion by AD
M and its complexification by AM := AM ⊕ iLM . There
is then precisely one solution η in AD,C
which satisfies the exterior vacuum boundary condition,
M
C
i.e., η ∈ AD,C
∩
L
.
With
this
solution
the
vacuum correlation function is [3]
X
M


i
F
ρM (k0 ) = exp
D(η) .
(55)
2
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The factorization formula (54) is quite compelling in the propagating sector. In particular,
observe that in the “classically allowed” case, when ξ ∈ LpM is a regular solution in the interior,
the correlation function precisely recovers the classical value of the observable F on the solution
ξ = ξ R = ξ̂, up to the constant factor given by the vacuum correlator. In the evanescent case the
situation is not as simple. Again, the first obstacle is that ξ is an element of the twisted rather
than the real phase space. To remedy this, we can again introduce the identification map (33).
The fact that this map satisfies the interior compatibility condition (31) means that we obtain a
factorization identity for the correlation function rather similar to (54) [3]. Defining ξ̃ˆ := ξ R̃ − iξ Ĩ
we have,
ˆ˜ F
(56)
ρF
M (kIR (ξ) ) = ρM (kIR (ξ) )F (IR (ξ))ρM (k0 ).
Even though we can now take ξ ∈ LM , i.e., ξ being a real and regular solution in the interior also
in the evanescent sector, we see that in this case the observable F is not evaluated on ξ, but on the
complexified solution IR (ξ). One may take this as evidence against a correspondence between real
solutions ξ and coherent states kIR (ξ) in the evanescent sector. However, this evidence should not be
over-interpreted, because it ultimately relies on the idea of a close relationship between correlation
functions and expectation values of measurements. Such a relationship is, however, quite tenuous
in quantum field theory. If, instead, we think of correlators rather as instruments for introducing
interactions and setting up perturbation theory, then this evidence against the correspondence
between the classical solution ξ and the quantum coherent state kIR (ξ) becomes much weaker, while
the evidence in favor in the form of the amplitude formula (52) remains strong.

7

Conclusions and Outlook

In the present work we have set up the building blocks of quantum scattering theory at finite
distance, using the example of Klein-Gordon theory. Crucially, in doing so we have captured not
only the propagating, but also the evanescent degrees of freedom of the quantum field. To this end,
we have utilized the framework of general boundary quantum field theory (GBQFT) together with
a recent generalization of canonical quantization. In the following we offer a few remarks on the
present work and on future directions.
For one, it is interesting to reflect on why our results are out of reach of the traditional approach
to scattering in quantum field theory. As we have seen, there are at least two distinct reasons
for this. The first, of a more technical nature, is that the relevant classical phase space in the
standard approach consists of solutions well-behaved in all of space. Since evanescent waves are
unbounded in at least some spatial direction, they are excluded from this phase space and thus
from its quantization. The second reason is of a more conceptual nature. Evanescent degrees of
freedom do not separate into incoming and outgoing degrees of freedom with respect to a scattering
region. However, such a separation is an inherent ingredient of the standard approach based on
the paradigm of transition amplitudes between incoming (initial) and outgoing (final) degrees of
freedom. Of course, there is nothing wrong with the standard approach as long as we are interested
in asymptotic scattering only, where the evanescent field does vanish.
In Section 5 we have not offered further explanations of how probabilities for scattering events
are computed from amplitudes like expression (50). For the propagating sector we have seen that
we can convert such amplitudes to a structure that resembles traditional transition amplitudes,
which may then be treated in the usual way. However, for the evanescent sector this is not possible.
Indeed, there is a much more general and powerful way to extract probabilities from the types of
13

amplitudes we have considered. This was first described in [6] and applied to scattering in the
hypercylinder setting in [10], to which we refer the reader. The relevant probability interpretation
and formulas were later discovered to arise from first principles in the positive formalism [14], which
we adopt here as the underlying conceptual framework.
One complication of the novel α-Kähler quantization scheme as compared to ordinary (canonical) Kähler quantization is the need for an additional structure on top of the vacuum boundary
conditions of the field. This is the real structure α, for which a priori there may be many choices.
Indeed, in the quantization of the evanescent field on a timelike hyperplane, a natural 1-parameter
family of such structures was found [2]. It then turns out that evolving in space from one hyperplane
to another one yields a unitary map between Hilbert spaces only if the same α is chosen for both
hypersurfaces. Nevertheless, as explained in [2] making different choices for different hypersurfaces
is compatible with a consistent probability interpretation and does not signal physically distinguishable theories. In contrast, in the present setting of the hypercylinder we have seen that putting
stringent requirements on α were sufficient to determine it uniquely. These were: descendence from
a reflection map γ, covariance with respect to symmetries and interior compatibility (compare Section 2). Consequently, as seen in Section 4, radial evolution is described here by straightforward
unitary maps.
A remaining obstacle to a fully satisfactory interpretation and application of our results concerns the correspondence between classical and quantum degrees of freedom. In (canonical) Kähler
quantization such a correspondence is quite clear by relating real classical observables to hermitian
operators which in turn serve as ingredients of quantum measurement theory. In α-Kähler quantization, as used here for the evanescent degrees of freedom, a correspondence is established instead
between real functions on the twisted classical phase space, consisting of certain complexified solutions, and hermitian operators. To return to a desirable correspondence involving real functions on
the ordinary phase space we have tentatively used a canonical identification between the ordinary
and twisted phase space, as proposed in [3]. The results are encouraging in part, as we have seen in
Section 5, but certainly cannot be considered conclusive. A dedicated further investigation of the
correspondence issue is necessary.
We have considered in the present work the Klein-Gordon theory, not because any of the methods
employed is specific to this theory, but because it provides a simple and clean example. In particular,
it does not introduce distractions due to gauge degrees of freedom, which are inessential for the
conceptual structure of the presented results. However, for actual applications, the electromagnetic
field is certainly much more interesting. In this respect it is worth mentioning that the massless
Klein-Gordon theory does not actually exhibit evanescent solutions on the timelike hypercylinder.
(It does on the timelike hyperplane [2]). In contrast, the electromagnetic field does. Thus, our
inclusion of a mass term, which does lead to evanescent solutions, can be seen as a means of
mimicking this feature of the electromagnetic field.
Going further, one would eventually also want to consider the application to the gravitational
field. There, one might hope to describe quantum aspects of gravitational scattering events. Of
course, as is usual for methods of quantum field theory, this would work only at the level of
perturbation theory. Of particular interest might be black hole spacetimes as the phase space on
a timelike hypercylinder at sufficient distance from the singularity could be kept in a weak gravity
regime. This is in contrast to any spacelike hypersurface on which a more conventional approach
to quantization would be based.
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